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Types of Tracking: Trees vs. People

● 87.5% currently tracking trees
○ 25% use: Salesforce or excel spreadsheets
○ 19% use: i-Tree or Plan-it Geo TreePlotter
○ 12% use: Google Docs, or Custom created database
○ 6% use: Davey TreeKeeper, Urban Forest Metric 

System, ArborAccess, Collector by ESRI, or other

● Most feel comfortable using their organization’s tool 

● 75% currently tracking people (6.3% developing 
system)
○ Most use Salesforce or excel spreadsheets

● Wide range of comfort using their organization’s 
tool



Survey Results: Cost of systems currently used



Survey Results: How we track  our trees

Locating 
priority 
planting areas

Data 
integration 
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sectors



Survey Results: How we track  our constituents



Survey Results: Most want to increase capacity of current systems
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Custom Made Software for Yard Trees -
freetreesla.com
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Growing thriving communities 

through stewardship of our urban forest
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Two months and 

counting...

Dear {!Tree_Sites__c.Primary_Contact__c}, Can you believe your trees are already two months 

old? We hope they are thriving in their new home and that you are enjoying the opportunity to 

watch them grow. Be sure your trees are receiving enough water, especially during the drought. 

Visit our website at www.sactree.com/water to learn about the best ways to water your young 

trees. Should you have any concerns about how to care for your trees, please call or e-mail us 

anytime at (916) 974-4300 or treetips@sactree.com. Sincerely, Sacramento Tree Foundation 

(916) 974-4300

Tree Check-In

Dear {!Tree_Sites__c.Primary_Contact__c}, Time flies! It has been four months since you 

planted your young tree(s) and we want to make sure you are enjoying the opportunity to watch 

them grow. Please remember that your young tree(s) need to be watered twice per week with a 

slow soak. You can learn more about watering your tree(s) responsibly during the drought on our 

website at www.sactree.com/water. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us 

anytime. Sincerely, Sacramento Tree Foundation (916) 974-4300

Happy Birthday to 

your tree(s)

Dear {!Tree_Sites__c.Primary_Contact__c}, Happy one year birthday to your tree(s)! By now, 

you should see some significant growth and we hope you enjoy watching your tree(s) grow! We 

love to see updates on the trees we provide through the Sacramento Shade Tree Program, so if 

you get the chance, please send a picture and let us know how you and your tree(s) are doing. By 

now, your tree should be able to stand on its own without the stakes. Be sure to remove the stakes 

and ties and allow your tree to sway in the wind to gain strength. Watering your tree(s) with a slow 

soak and adding wood chip mulch will also continue to keep your tree(s) healthy. Remember to 

visit our website at www.sactree.com/treecare for more information on caring for your young 

tree(s) as they grow. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us anytime! Sincerely, 

Sacramento Tree Foundation (916) 974-4300





Tree Species Distribution Total Carbon per Species
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